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This is just a short documentation on the tests performed for the new HC process.

1. Elder Problem

The elder benchmark runs without any modifications on the project file. However,
the results are slightly different as shown in Figure 1. Discussion with Marc led to the
impression of both results being reasonable and therefore the reference files have been
updated.

Figure 1. upper left: old distribution of concentration (blue:low, red:high);
upper right: new distribution of concentration (blue:low, red:high); left:
difference old and new results, color represents absolute value of difference
at grid point (blue:low, red:high).
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2. Heterogenous Permeability

The benchmark leads to qualitatively same results as before in 2D and 3D as shown in
Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. Accordingly, the reference files have been updated.

Figure 2. Comparison of pressure distributions in the 2D heterogenous benchmark.
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Figure 3. Comparison of darcy velocity distribution in the 2D heteroge-
nous benchmark.
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Figure 4. Comparison of pressure distributions in the 3D heterogenous benchmark.
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Figure 5. Comparison of darcy velocity distribution in the 3D heteroge-
nous benchmark.
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3. Goswami

The Goswami Benchmark does not converge at the moment, since the old workaround to
implement the boundary conditions leads to non convergent behaviour of the model. Figure
6 shows the boundary conditions as they must be imposed in order to make the Benchmark
run again. The constrained neumann type boundary condition is not implemented at the
moment. This needs to be fixed later.
For now, the benchmark is removed from the tests.

Figure 6. Sketch of the Goswami problem. Taken from: Povic, et al.
”Finite element methods for variable density flow and solute transport”.
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4. Simply Synthetics

4.1. ConcentrationDiffusionOnly. Some small changes on the project file were neces-
sary, in order to really get the case where the steady state concentration distribution is
linear from 1 to 0. Necessary changes were: no storage and no dependency of density on
concentration.

4.2. ConcentrationDiffusionAndStorage. Some small changes on the project file were
necessary, in order to really get the case where the density is constant in space. Necessary
changes were: storage into density model, no dependency of density on concentration.

4.3. DiffusionAndStorageAndAdvection. As expected the results of the old and the
new HC-Process differ in this benchmark. Since the new implementation takes into ac-
count density variations which directly lead to variations in darcy velocity and hydrostatic
pressure, which where not taken into account previously (See upper row of Figure 7). The
pressure in the high concentration domain (left) is slightly increased relative to the domain
without component concentration. As a result the Darcy velocity is slightly higher within
the boundary region. Accordingly, the concentration front is a bit broader and more com-
ponents are transported than with the Boussinesq approximation applied.
The reference files have been updated.

4.4. DiffusionAndStorageAndGravityAndDispersionHalf. The old benchmark does
not work anymore, since the huge differences in concentration led to huge differences in
density. Including gravitational force, this leads to non convergent behaviour of the solver,
since the system got more compley with non boussinesq approximations. Accordingly a
new, similar Benchmark has been added and is showing the behavior which we want to
check with this Benchmark.

4.5. DiffusionAndStorageAndAdvectionAndDispersion. We see the same effects as
in the ”DiffusionAndStorageAndAdvection” test scenario. Other differences are not obvi-
ous. Accordingly the reference files have been updated.

4.6. DiffusionAndStorageAndAdvectionAndDecay. We see the same effects as in
the ”DiffusionAndStorageAndAdvection” test scenario. Other differences are not obvious.
Accordingly the reference files have been updated.

4.7. DiffusionAndStorageAndAdvectionAndDispersionHalf. We see the same ef-
fects as in the ”DiffusionAndStorageAndAdvection” test scenario. Other differences are
not obvious. Accordingly the reference files have been updated.
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Figure 7. Results of DiffusionAndSotrageAndAdvection benchmark.
Here, the non boussinesq effects are clearly visible as described within the
test.
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